Bring Rabbi Margalit to Your Community

Bringing Jewish wisdom alive with today's holistic & systems thinking.
Making sense of contemporary issues through deep connection to Jewish wisdom.

Ecological Judaism for the 21st Century:
- Find an Eco-Jewish perspective that inspires us to action.
- Explore Jewish contributions to fighting climate change.
- Develop new ways to see ourselves as integral parts of the miracle of Life.

Organic Torah: A New Synthesis
- Find a new harmony between science and religion.
- Explore how Jewish “organic thinking” helps us from environment to spirituality, from health to social justice.
- Develop a new, integrated way of looking at Jewish texts, nature and ourselves.

Tree of Life Learning: How to Read Classic Jewish Texts So They Come Alive
- Find the meanings hidden in perplexing biblical, rabbinic and mystical texts.
- Explore the ways that ancient texts give insights into our own lives.
- Develop confidence and skills in opening up the secrets of our textual heritage.

The Holistic Spiritual Journey: Jewish Paths to Connection, Creativity and Fulfillment
- Find a combination of traditional and innovative Jewish paths to spiritual growth.
- Explore meditation, movement, dynamic discussion, textual play and more.
- Develop skills and practices for continued spiritual growth.

"He [Rabbi Margalit] is a truly magnetic speaker, capturing our hearts and minds with his accessible style and deep wisdom."

---Rabbi Daniel Berman, Temple Rayni, Newton, MA

Organic Torah works to bring into the mainstream an organic mode of thinking, being and acting. We shine a light on the wisdom in Jewish texts and practices, while integrating with holistic and ecological thinking. This integration uniquely counters modern alienation, both from Jewish wisdom and from each other. We thus engage young adults, change agents, and all learners to bring ancient wisdom to face environmental, social, and spiritual challenges and bring about a healthier, more just and joyous world.

Rabbi Margalit can come as a guest speaker, to lead a text study or workshop, or to facilitate a ritual or retreat. We would also be happy to customize something else for your setting.

More at http://organictorah.org/scholar-in-residence/